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OMMM GLOBAL FUNDS

We don’t know what the future holds.

funds. All our global funds are multi-

prefer only developed markets such as

There are many smart people who make

asset class funds, which are diversified

the US, UK and Germany, while others

predictions but, ultimately, the future

across a number of global asset classes

prefer only emerging markets such as

is inherently uncertain. Diversification

and asset managers, applying the same

China, Brazil and South Africa. Developed

means not taking a bet on a single

investment philosophy and process with

and emerging markets offer differing

outcome, but rather preparing for the

which we have been managing our local

opportunities to achieve returns. We

fact that things can turn out differently

funds for the past 21 years.

invest in both these markets.

We have not only been managing offshore

Ultimately, portfolio construction is about

For South African investors, diversification

assets in our local portfolios for 21 years,

selecting the right mix of securities, asset

is important, considering the fact that

but also three offshore balanced portfolios

classes, regions and fund managers

most of their funds are invested directly

for 15 years, which means that we are not

to match the profile and goals of

in the SA economy, which represents

strangers to the global funds universe. In

each investor. When you partner with

less than 1% of the global market. At

partnership with Old Mutual International,

Old Mutual Multi-Managers, you can rest

Old Mutual Multi-Managers, we have

we offer pure equity, aggressive balanced

assured that we will use our skills and

always believed that diversification across

and moderate balanced funds. The

expertise to ensure that you reap the

regions is important and have applied

asset classes we currently invest in are

benefits of global regional diversification.

this to our funds and products.

global equity (developed and emerging

to how we might imagine.

markets), global cash, global fixed income
In view of the above, we are pleased

and global property.

to advise that our Old Mutual MultiManagers global funds recently received
section 65 approval by the Financial Sector
Conduct Authority (FSCA). This means that
the funds can be actively marketed to all
investors. The Old Mutual Multi-Managers
global funds were launched on the
Old Mutual International investment
platform in February 2020.

If you’re still not convinced that we
offer the best solution for you, maybe
hearing what some of our investment

We invest with global equity managers

specialists have to say will help you to

who invest across a number of geographic

make an informed decision.

regions such as the US, UK, Germany,
China, Korea and South Africa. These
managers are “active”, which means
that they will search for the good stocks
within these regions and try to avoid the
poor ones. Passive managers, on the
other hand, will buy the benchmark,

As Multi-Managers the success of our

which is the entire stockholding of

process lies in the different layers of

the country, therefore owning both

diversification which we apply to our

good and bad stocks. Some managers

In this publication, we share insights
from our team, who have been following
a rigorous and repeatable investment
process for years to consistently deliver
on our clients’ investment targets.
Enjoy the read!
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GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS:
GENERATIONAL OPPORTUNITY OR
PERSISTENT UNDERPERFORMER?
CRAIG WHITFIELD | ANALYST

INTRODUCTION
The growing size and influence of emerging markets (EMs)
make it an asset class that is increasingly hard to ignore. This
vast shift happened slowly but steadily over the last 30 years.
The result is that EMs now have a much larger influence on the
global stage, with far-reaching socio-economic implications
for the rest of the world. And growth rates (particularly in Asia)
suggest that this change of influence will continue.

HOW DO EMS FIT INTO GLOBAL REGIONS?
This classification by MSCI shows how emerging countries fit
into the global economy:

MSCI EMERGING MARKETS INDEX
AMERICAS

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

ASIA

Argentina

Czech Republic

China

Brazil

Egypt

India

Chile

Greece

Indonesia

Columbia

Hungary

Korea

Mexico

Poland

Malaysia

Peru

Qatar

Pakistan

Russia

Philippines

Saudi Arabia

Taiwan

South Africa

Thailand

Turkey
United Arab Emirates
While this segmentation has obvious limits, it does offer a convenient starting point to understanding regional changes.
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THE EM FRUIT SALAD

REPRESENTATION OF EMS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

An important distinction to be made at the outset, is that EMs

At current growth rates, Chinese GDP (in USD) may overtake

are a heterogeneous group – that is, individual countries differ

the US as soon as 2025. Yet, surprisingly, EMs still only represent

greatly from one another. This fact is key to reiterating how

around 12% of global equity market indices. A summary

unique, nuanced and diversified EM countries are from each

illustrates this:

other. It naturally follows that the fundamental factors driving

GLOBAL
EMERGING
MARKETS

GLOBAL
DEVELOPED
MARKETS

Global Population

85%

15%

Global Reserves (USD)

76%

24%

Global GDP (PPP-adjusted)

59%

41%

Global GDP (USD)

45%

55%

Market Gap in MSCI ACWI
Index

12%

88%

long-term returns will also differ substantially between countries.

EVOLUTION OF THE INDEX
The EM Index has structurally transformed, even over the last
decade. The most obvious trend is a substantial increase in the
weight of Asian shares (at the expense of other regions). China
has gone from 17% of the index in 2010 to over 40% today, with
this likely to increase as further inclusion of A-shares is expected.
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There is clearly a large discrepancy between market inclusion

US has the second highest number of companies at 121. Even

and GDP growth. There are many reasons for this, such as

more astounding is that two decades ago, China only had

companies remaining privately or government owned, and

10 companies in the Fortune Global 500.

the free float factor (investable shares), which is low in EMs.
The question is whether the inclusion of EMs in global indices
can increase on the back of higher relative economic growth.

GDP IS DIFFERENT TO EQUITY MARKET
PERFORMANCE
MSCI Barra research concluded that GDP growth doesn’t
necessarily translate into higher company earnings (one of
the fundamental long-term drivers of market performance).

Looking at sector composition, EM technology companies
have been the largest driver of increased competitiveness at
the expense of commodity-based businesses.

WHY MIGHT THIS SHIFT BE HAPPENING?
Firstly, developed market tech is predominantly based in the
US. The size of US tech companies makes the tech sector look
large across developed markets, but developed markets outside

This doesn’t mean GDP growth has no relationship with equity

the US don’t contribute nearly as much towards the technology

markets, but rather that the links between GDP growth and

sector weight. The European tech sector, for example, is small.

corporate earnings are complex and need to be understood.

Asian technology companies are more competitive than tech

CORPORATE EARNINGS

in developed markets outside the US. Their success has driven
inclusion in global benchmarks.

One of the more prominent arguments explaining why high
GDP growth doesn’t necessarily translate into higher local

Secondly, EMs make up 85% of the world population. A rapid

earnings, is that multinationals (domiciled in developed

increase in per capita wealth, as Asia has experienced, creates

markets) are capturing a large part of EM growth. A simple

a flywheel effect for local companies which are better suited to

example is Apple phones sold in emerging markets. While

satisfy local demand. Government support for local business,

demand is from a consumer in an emerging market, the profits

in India and even more so in China, protects companies from

and earnings accrue to a developed market company. These

external competitors. This has seen many local businesses thrive.

developed market companies generally come with a higher
level of governance and reporting standards compared with
their EM peers. This offers an attractive investment proposition:
accessing higher emerging market growth from a company
that is domiciled in a developed market, with lower risk.
However, the reality is more complex, as some multinationals
are domiciled in emerging markets. EM companies are also
capturing earnings from developed consumers. Samsung
phones, as an example, are sold in developed countries.
To solve this, one must evolve the question into something
more useful: Which companies (EMs vs developed markets) are
capturing relatively more of global growth? Said differently, if EM
companies can improve their relative competitiveness versus
developed markets, then EM equity markets will increasingly
capture (and benefit from) EM growth.

ON AGGREGATE EM CORPORATE COMPETIVENESS
IS INCREASING
The broadest measure is the increase in EM companies’
market weight in the global MSCI ACWI from 6% in 1995 to 12%
today. A more anecdotal example is the number of Chinese
companies included in the Fortune Global 500 (a list of the
top 500 companies in the world), which has risen to 124. The
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Thirdly, Asia in particular has invested heavily in growing its
technology capabilities for multiple decades. Asia’s investment
far exceeds that of every developed country except the US.
These positive developments are highlighted by the World
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Economic Forum that asserted, “This is the Asian century,” and
one of the world’s most prestigious consulting firms, McKinsey,
which said, “In the decades ahead, Asian economies will go
from participating in global trade and innovation flows to
determining their shape and direction.”
Further examples of innovation that are driving growth:
•

Aggregate Research and Development (R&D) spend as a
% of GDP has risen faster in Asian economies. Korea leads
the world while China has doubled its R&D budget over the
last two decades. US R&D investment is still the highest in
nominal terms, but has remained flat over the same period.

•

Chinese patent filings are three times larger than the US;
two decades ago they were half the size of the US.

•

Chinese 5G capex spend is 58% higher than that of the US.

•

Chinese intellectual property filings (which cover patents,
trademarks and Industrial design protection) are a monumental
3.6 times larger than those of the US.

CONCLUSION
Emerging market corporate competitiveness is rising mostly
on the back of Asian technology growth and the rise of the
middle-income consumer. Rising corporate competitiveness
is powerful when you combine it with already higher GDP
growth, population and consumer spending growth. It means
emerging markets are capturing increasingly more value from
their growing economies. This should see the weight of emerging
markets continue to expand in global indices.
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OFFSHORE
INVESTING AS
A DIVERSIFIER
BY MICHAEL DODD | HEAD OF EQUITIES
AT OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS

the context of investing, this often refers to how unstable
an asset is and how it is likely to behave over time. This
change in an asset’s value is referred to as volatility. When
you own only one stock or one type of asset, in isolation
this can be very volatile.
When investment professionals talk about risk management,
though, we are typically talking about it in the context of a
collection of all assets in a portfolio, rather than a singular
stock. A portfolio should contain a variety of different stocks
and asset classes, which serve to offset each other and
reduce the risk of the total portfolio. Ultimately, though,
when it comes to investing, sometimes you need to take a
risk, as the more volatile or risky assets tend to come with

INTRODUCTION
Recently, we have had a lot of interest and enquiries from
investors regarding offshore investing. This has no doubt been
driven by the low return environment we’ve experienced in

the greatest reward and give investors the greatest return.

DIVERSIFICATION – A FREE LUNCH
One of the most effective ways to manage risk in an

South Africa over the past 5-10 years, and particularly when you

investment portfolio is through diversification, which

compare those returns to what has been delivered offshore. It

has been called the “free lunch” when it comes to risk

is encouraging that investors are increasingly taking control

management. Rather than investing in one singular stock,

of their investments. However, offshore investing is not

sector, asset class or geography, diversification is about

necessarily about moving all one’s investments offshore. Apart

spreading the risk across all of these. Investors need to

from the fact that retirement fund investors are limited by the

have different types of investments in their portfolios, so

constraints of Regulation 28, which only allows a maximum

that when the inevitable down days come for some, they

of 30% offshore, it may not necessarily be the right thing to

can be offset by others that are moving in the opposite

do from an investment management perspective. Let us look

direction. The best way to manage risk in your portfolio is

at the considerations for choosing to invest in certain stocks,

to have diverse investments and assets – in other words,

sectors, assets, economies or geographies.

a broad range – spread along the investment spectrum.

RISK IN THE CONTEXT OF INVESTMENT

Investing can be scary, because it is your hard-earned

As human beings, we’re programmed to think about risk as a

money at stake. But it is relatively simple to manage

situation involving exposure to danger. We wonder what could

investment risk within a whole investment portfolio

possibly go wrong? How much or who can we lose if we take

context using diversification. Ultimately, no one knows

specific actions? For investment professionals, risk is broader,

what the future holds, and what works in one year may

wider and much more complex. When we talk about risk in

not necessarily work in the next. Rather than betting on
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one single outcome, spreading the risk across different assets

asset classes the funds have exposure to are: global equity

ensures that you always have something in your portfolio that

(developed and emerging markets), global cash, global fixed

is working on your behalf.

income and global property.

However, investors need to be careful of over-diversifying in a

TAKE YOUR TIME

way that doesn’t improve the risk and return characteristics

Time isn’t just an important concept, it is THE most important

of their portfolio. We often see investors who’ve put together

concept when it comes to investing. It is a vital ingredient when

too many funds that are all doing the same thing, and not
bringing anything different to the mix. In the investment world,
we sometimes call that “diworsification”, because it actually
worsens things.

it comes to investing and risk management, especially as it
relates to a volatile asset class such as equities. In today’s world,
we thrive on instant gratification. The digitally driven world has
ensured that many investors have the power to see information

OFFSHORE INVESTING – A FORM OF DIVERSIFICATION

on demand and in real time. Noting that your portfolio value

In the context of South African portfolio management, investing

is lower on any given day can trigger an emotional reaction.

offshore is classified as “geographic diversification”. With South

When emotions are running high those are the times when

Africa making up only 0.5% of the world markets, diversifying

investors can make their worst decisions, selling on panic and

offshore gives investors the opportunity to invest their money

locking in losses. Whilst it can be tempting to disinvest when

in various markets – developed, emerging, frontier – and in

a volatile stock dips in value, it is often not a good strategy.

stocks which may not available on the Johannesburg Stock

Approaching investing as a long game and having a sound

Exchange (JSE).

investment case behind those volatile stocks can see investors

Offshore investing can sound unattainable to the average
South African. However, there are many ways for South African
investors to invest offshore. One such way is to buy a unit trust,
like a balanced fund, that has offshore exposure.

rewarded with higher returns over the long term.

CONCLUSION
Markets are moved by the unexpected and are therefore difficult
to predict. They continuously price in all available information

At Old Mutual Multi-Managers, diversification is one of the

in real time, but tend to accentuate current events, whether

cornerstones of our investment philosophy. In addition to

good or bad. One is more than likely to be behind the curve.

diversifying our portfolios at stock, sector and asset class levels,

When you time the market, you need to get the timing right

we also diversify at an asset manager level. Here we allocate

twice: when you sell and again when you buy.

money to investment managers, both locally and globally,
that we believe are best suited to manage this money on our
clients’ behalf.

Therefore, when considering investing offshore, an investor’s
need should not only be driven by underperformance in South
Africa, or outperformance in global markets, but also by the

Old Mutual Multi-Managers has recently launched a range of

amount of risk they are willing to take, whether their portfolios

offshore funds, which are currently open to all South African

are sufficiently diversified, and the commitment to long-term

investors via the Old Mutual International (OMI) platform. These

investing, among others.

funds offer pure equity, aggressive balanced and moderate
balanced options. In line with our investment philosophy,

With all the complexity of financial markets, it is important

the offshore funds aim to achieve their investment objectives

to consult an experienced financial expert when making

through diversification at manager and asset class levels. The

investment decisions.
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OFFSHORE VS LOCAL? BOTH
IZAK ODENDAAL | INVESTMENT STRATEGIST AT
OLD MUTUAL MULTI-MANAGERS

Offshore equity markets have run really strongly recently, led by

a local bank or the shares of the brand names they consume

the US and its giant technology companies. As a result, there

every day. But it’s a big world, and home bias can mean missing

is no question that global investments are more expensive

out on opportunities.

than South African shares, bonds and property at the moment.

For many South Africans, their biggest assets are probably a

At the end of April, MSCI put the forward price earnings (PE)

company pension fund and their home. Some own businesses.

ratio for the world market at 18x, the highest since 2002, while

The more affluent might have a holiday property. That means

SA equities traded at 10x. Similarly, South African 10-year

they are over-exposed to the domestic economy and its cycles.

government bond yield is double the Reserve Bank’s 4.5%
inflation target, while the US equivalent is still below the Federal
Reserve’s 2% target. This implies positive expected real returns
from SA bonds and negative real returns from US bonds.

SO WHY WOULD ANYONE TAKE THEIR MONEY
OFFSHORE?
The answer is risk management through diversification.
If I told you that Russian equities traded on a 7x forward PE,
bonds offer attractive real yields, fiscal and monetary policy is
conservative and the rising oil price bodes well for economic
recovery, you might say “Great, let’s put 2% or 3% of my portfolio
in Russian assets.” You wouldn’t bet 70% of your wealth on a
single country, no matter how good the story.

Therefore, there is a strong case to be made that a significant
portion of discretionary money should be offshore, but of course
the size of the allocation depends on individual circumstances.
This is not about “fleeing” South Africa at all, or implying the
country is falling apart. It isn’t. It is simply about prudently
spreading risk and widening the opportunity set.
Yes, global equities are more expensive in aggregate, but among
the thousands of listed companies there are those who are
cheap relative to their fundamental value or growth prospects.
In contrast, a big part of why South African equities trade on
low valuations is because of high commodity prices boosting
prospective earnings. These prices might stay high, but they
might not. If they decline, it is a risk to local investments. Apart

YET, THAT IS WHAT SOUTH AFRICANS DO.

from mining, the JSE is simply very concentrated, with a single

Home bias is common, even in countries where there are few

underlying exposure (Tencent via Naspers) accounting for 15%

or no restrictions like our own Regulation 28. People tend to

to 25% of the overall market depending on the benchmark. If

invest in what they know, whether it’s the savings account of

we look at the FTSE/JSE All Share Index, 60% of its market cap
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World Index, the largest ten companies of the 2 974 constituents

FINALLY, HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT INVESTING
ABROAD?

only make up 15% of the total market cap.

Just as diversification across local and global investments is

is contributed by the top ten shares. For the MSCI All Country

If you think about local fixed income, the bond market is
dominated by the Government and its state-owned enterprises

advisable, we think that investors should diversify across fund
managers, because no single manager has all the answers,
and performance tends to be cyclical.

(virtually all junk status) and the money market by the big four
banks. The global fixed income universe is massive, split roughly
half-half between sovereign and corporate (and other private)
borrowers, and across all imaginable regions, maturities, credit
ratings, and currencies.
Local property is mostly offices and shopping malls, which
are at risk from work-from-home and shop-from-home
trends, along with a big exposure to Eastern Europe (oddly
enough). Global property is an extremely diversified asset class,

The new Old Mutual Multi-Managers global range of funds
offers multi-asset class and equity funds. Our work in putting
these funds together greatly simplifies the difficult job investors
face when selecting managers from the thousands of global
options across a range of countries and asset classes.
The Old Mutual Multi-Managers Global Moderate Fund of
Funds has a strategic asset allocation split roughly 50-50
between growth assets (property and equity) and fixed income.
The Old Mutual Multi-Managers Global Growth Fund of Funds

including sectors that barely feature in our market, such as data

focuses on long-term growth to beat inflation, but with a small

centres, various residential options, hospitals, laboratories and

fixed income allocation to reduce volatility. The Old Mutual

communications facilities.

Multi-Managers Global Equity Fund of Funds is, as the name

WHAT ABOUT THE RAND? SHOULDN’T WE WAIT FOR

suggests, a pure equity fund.

A MORE ATTRACTIVE ENTRY POINT?

While these particular funds are a little over a year old, we have

The same conditions that cause the rand to strengthen – rising

invested with most of these managers for many years, since

risk appetite, global economic growth, and firmer commodity

we use them in our local strategies and know them well. We

prices – usually also result in global investments rallying. Therefore,
waiting for a stronger rand to take money offshore often also

follow the same approach in constructing these funds as we
successfully did locally for almost two decades.

means buying into more expensive investments on the other

The secret is always to have a long-term mindset, focus on

side. So it’s swings and roundabouts.

valuations, and diversify, diversify, diversify.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Old Mutual Multi-Managers is a Division of Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa) Limited, a licensed Financial Services Provider and Life Insurer.
The portfolios mentioned are market-linked and policy-based. Investors’ rights and obligations are set out in the relevant policy / investment contract. For
market-linked portfolios, certain investment risks may be inherent, such as market and currency risks.
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. As the performance of financial markets fluctuates, an investor may not get back the
full amount invested. All returns are rand returns, unless otherwise stated.
Old Mutual Multi-Managers
P O Box 44604, Claremont 7735
Mutualpark, Jan Smuts Drive, Pinelands 7405

